How do we help you be CompuMark confident? Let us count the ways.

**Speed**
- 2 day turnaround for Full Search results

**Trust**
- 3,500+ customers with CompuMark for 10+ years
- 2019 Highly Recommended Trademark Service Provider
- 9/10 of the world’s best global brands¹

**Data integrity**
- 29.7% of records enhanced to improve precision
- 13K+ brands added daily
- 22K+ watch hits processed daily
- 7% of USPTO records are corrected on average
- 4% of EUIPO records are corrected on average

**Data depth**
- 84.8M words tracks in our proprietary database
- 2.3M+ common law records
- 17.4M business names
- 195M domain names

In 2018 we added to our databases:
- 10.7M+ new trademarks
- 40M+ updated trademark records
- 93 million records in our database (The same number of miles between the earth and the sun)

**Expertise**
- 185 search and watch analysts
- 17+ average years of experience
- 8 languages

**Service**
- 24x5 customer support
- 3.5K customer success stories

**Industry firsts**
- 2-day turnaround standard for Full Search
- Online trademark research platform
- Brand naming tool with trademark screening
- Image recognition for visual trademarks

**Empowering trademark professionals to deliver value with speed and confidence.**

Discover solutions at compumark.com
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1. The American Lawyer 2018 Global 200
3. WTR1000 https://www.worldtrademarkreview.com/directories/wtr1000
4. Interbrand 2018 Best Global Brands